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At. Covington Dr. Durrell,
head of
of the tuberculosis eanita
rium and a
't:oted student of insect lifes has
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making investigations to discov
er if
the etegomyia exists there.
He has
examined several hundred
mosqgitoes and failed to find one.
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of New Orleans people have
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Covington and its vicinity.
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establish the fact that they. vonvey
absolutely no information.
Fairly Mobbed.
A few days ago, when Sato returned to the Wentworth from the
navy yard conference building,;he
was
fairly mobbed ,by the newspaper. men.
He escaped once, only, to tor surrounded when he again appeered in
FEVER SITUATION •
the aiotel office and swept out upon
WAS TAKEN SICK
IS MUCH BETTER
the rear veranda, much -as a chip
WITTE AUTHORIZED TO
is
Sulphur Fumigation Sunday.
canted- away by a river. He issued 1-IAS ACCEPTAN CE .pNLY LAST SUNDAY.
•
PAY INDEMNITY, ETC..
If the entire city responds to
by
the
statement an unitnportani anUND.EI
appeal for sulphur fumigation on
ADVI
SEME
N'r.
Sunnouncement of known facts, _and conLarge Percentage of Recoveries
and day, it is estimated that 3oo tons,
cluded
or Native of North Caroli
by saying, with unruffled poSmall Number of Deaths
na, But Was There Is Mere Than
doo,000 pounds, will be consumed.
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In
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view of the necessity of ridding
Cause Cheerfulness.
ll County,
In the Comments Upon the
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"I will not further trouble you.
the city of the stegotnyia in
Remov
Leak HAS. Been Vindicated
ing Here.
the faGood
morni
ng."
Treaty Work.
on
titre meetings are being held
to urge
Mhe diplomat then walked away,
Investig ation,
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water
and
sewer
age board to hastDOCTORS AND MARINE
Itaying the correspondents speechless
en the work of installing its
water THE FUNERAL OCCURS
with astonishment.
SERVICE IN HARMONY. system
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Near at Hand.
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"
the whole city with filtered water
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Portem:outh will soon be in the bala
New Orleans, Aug. 16.—Except note of discord from
a scientific stand
ance.
The consideratfbn of the noun
that there were spasmodic showers point is struck by
Coroner James F. Crow died
St. Petersburg, Aug. 15.—T
Prof. Beyer, who
at
questions at issue cannot long be
hs•pe
ace
and a somewhat lower temperature, was a member of
o'cloc
9:45
k
last
night
at his home, outlook is brightening,
Washington, Ang. it 5.—!teis
the United States
according to postponed, and the crisis ofethe conpositog Jackson street, after a few
.there was little change in the yellow commission to Vera
tively stattelethat Presie keit Rix:ma
days persons prominent in court circles ference is believed to
Cruz and bits illness
rsh_
nears
be
.
t hand. has
fever situation, and the time of the been a leader in the
pf congestion and hemorrhage, Opinion at
offered the secreta ryskip of
anti-mosquito
Peterhoff is, not tinged The course of events is beingewatebed
thesuperinduced by malaria. He was with
federal authorities was largely taken fight here. Prof.
the prevailing pessimism of this with keen interest. The dangerous treasury toiGeorge B. C ortelsoar. Mr.
Beyer declares that
taken ill Sundaiy night after
up with routine work. A dozen sus- water no circumstance
Cortelyou, to.the surprise of,
having city. Your correspondent is
e must New
Sorne of
informed crestiona have been dodged, up to the his
attended services at the Second Bap- from a
picious cases were reported for in- Orleans surrender her
friendss is hesitating a boot
cisterns for a
reliabl
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source
presen
t
that
time,
'Witte
but
out
this
acoept- •
mush
will
will
tist church that day, and continued
vestigation during the night and oc- portable water furnis
ing.
He feels then he knowasdae
to offer to pay a milliard of rublei longer be possible. There is no doubt
hed by the water
posgrow weaker until relieved by death. ($51
cupied the attention of the inspectors, and sewerage system
which is likely
0o000,000), as war expenses, and that the envoys are nearing,the dan- tal service thtorooghly, ha vivo .gt own
There was a change in his condition grant
but with the large percentage of re- to bring at any time a9
up
in it, and'that to venture
to Japan a lease of Sakhalin ger point.
epidemic of
into new
yesterday afternoon and he rallied to Island
coveries and the small percentage of yellow fever.
. Col. Lamedorff is under. The intense heat of last week his 6elets, even thee, the ellartip Irv( suld
deaths, the whole situation was reDr. Guiteras said today that from such an extent that hia physician stood to believe
place
bin nearer -the head 6t the
that Baron Komura been.' followed by a cold northeast
c ab. out hope. for his recovery. But will accept
gaoled with cheerfulness.
what he had seen he regarded the sit- beid
inset tabik,....might• prove a
these
terms
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e
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which
,
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ureeotherw
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with the coming of evening a more a coalit
The only depressing influince upon cation as favorable. He
Sfiaw will retire neat F. elsion of the powers veoutd im- mouth and its environs yeserday..
thought the
serious
the community is the serious inroads fever could be controlled,
•
though it how phase presented itself, and he pose upon the Japanese government The. envoys are certainly 'carting ruary. Cortelyotr-will be given- oleir ity,
sinking and slowly passed into a less
upon trade which has been made by was always difficult to stamp
of time in which to reach
advantageous peace.
it out if
a deeisicen.
from expecience a great deal abase
eteraity.
the quarantines. Although many it was not taken in its
inception. Dr.
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people who do not usualle leave the Guiteras believes that the Marin
Mr. Crow was born near Raleigh,
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e hosMoscow Confirms Report.
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city have gone away on vacations, re- pital ought to be left in
charge after
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w,
aasg.
e5.—Evoything yet
Benton, Marsha county, when quite
tail merchant, have oot suffered se- the fever has disappeared to
Philadelphia Reform Mayor
known in high quarters here
conduct
flacon sra
CORRESPONDENT"S YIESW
confirms
a yciutti5 and was there reared to
verely, but wholesalers, whose re- the campaign against the
Padded Voting Lists,the opinion that Russia and
outcropping
.
Japan
manhood. For many years he conceipts are measured by the business of the disease next year.
dueled a hotel and merchandise store will shortly conclude a treaty of Mistake Made in Returniag, Manthey do with the surrounding counPhilad
elphia,. Aug. i6.—As,the repeace. Witte left St. Petersburg
churia to China.
in' Benton, and in 1885 moved to Paautry, are still seriously affected. As
WORKING A "SKIN GAME."
sult of Mayor Waver's orders.
thorised to pay Japan in one form
..for, an
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the regular business season opens
, where he 'had since resided. In anothe
r $5oo,000,000 and cede to
Fort:smooth, N. ,H., Aug. ifit—Alaro- investigation of. the voting list 'the
it
here on September 1, strong appeals Fraudulent Collector of thespog Tax the early 7o's he was married to Miss
director of public safety dect-lfell
half of Sakhalin Island. This
t hat
Jennie E. Barnes, and cas a -result of
fact aoder E. Briantehaninoft, correspond, there have
are being made through *rulers and
Seems to Be at Large.
was cornovanicated your
ealsof
the
St_
Petersburg Stove, writ- lists 60,083 been discovered on the
correspondthis union four children were born, ent
'otherwise for aid from the health au, names which haw._ no leby a prominent member of ing on the queetions involeed .in the
The local police are looking for a three of whom are living and were 'Velma
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's o.dee, whose name frittree sarrender of the Eastern- . Chime
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man who hes invented a new "skin at his bedside weevil the death sum- daily
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ties in restoring frenetic traffic.
in the dispatches from Ports- Railway, which is being considered vestigation, revealed 3i,74
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game" in which he has been endeavor- mons came. They are Messrs. Wil- mouth
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been going to
the hfarine hospital service in turning
all.
if., Aug. r6..-.-The eignty in the province, says:
houses on the South Side and repre- Moore, of Benton, survive him. All
the illegal- names, which ftir if
Japanese envoys, after a trip from
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senting himself as the collector of
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have
death bed. New Castle in an
helped tke Republican, nut chine
dog
ver its evidenced in an examination of
uncovered motor 54-ictsby observed regarding the discustaxes. He produces a receipt already His parents,. Mr. and Mrs.'Ezra Crow, car,
the report for the past twenty-four
though a cold rain prevailed, ar- sion of the peace conferewasit isnow to roll up big. majorities atrefer tions.
prepared with the owner of the dog's who were among the most promiFollowing Mayor Weaverfl action
rivedo
hours.
a
name and asks for the tax. The price nent, excellent and honored pioneer The at the navy yard at owe today. idnowa that the second article, (asadvertising several mondis • earlier
Russian commissioners reached. cusned was concerning the question
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long
and female $5.
has-beee- customary foh hi da forthere a few minutes afterwards.
having made the number sixty-two,
It returnisg Manchuria to- Chinae and electric street
To this a penalty of to per cent has since passed away.
is understood that the subjec
lighting, wit,
thirty, or about one-half, were reporte 'purthat
the
article
has
t
to be
been agereed.upon- pose of giving
been added and thie the stranger ofThe deceased was formerly city consid
companies ottee r than
ed by doctors as having come within
ered
today
in No. 7 of the
Work Prevented.,
fers to deduct the penalty as an in- mar-hal of Paducah, being elected by
the Philatielerfira Electric -Car
peace
their practice. Of the other thirty-one
mpany,
"So it is understood that Manchu- whit
ducement to cop the coin. He is evi- a flattering vote, and he filled this lating renditions, which is the one rehas had the contractarie several*
inspector Perkins produced nineteen
to the cession of the Chinese rian is to be restorod under
the years, an opportunity
dently not as smooth as he imagines, trust with faithfulness and honor to Easter
to contp ete, then railroad to China
cases of yellow fever and cases precharming administration of China.
as the tax and penalty on female can- himself ;and constituents. His integPhiladelptia-company, in its bid for
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Beginning today, the peace pleni- has 'been prevented fume compl
returned by the ward organizations,
reeting
ly forgot or got his business mixed faltered in the discharge of his duties. potent
iaries are to be servo.) their- her work of civilizatiorsein. Out prov- duced .its rates for the omit ng year
two by the city board of health, five
and the receipt is filled out for $5.30. After the death of Coroner Wm. Peal,
by 3 cents a- night each on I lb
tbreakfast in their dining-room at the - ince where she spent raillicins
by the Emergency hospital and four One
varieof Rus- tics of lamps.
place 'where he visited the madam ate. Crow was made his successor by naval stores
There was t io other
Ly the Charity hospital. Any friction
buildi
ng
at the navy sian roubles, retaining, in return only
of the house suepected that he teas a appointment through County Judge yard.
that has heretofore existed has passed
Heretofore a luncheon and aft- unpleasant memories, and new they bidder. !cis estimated tits r ;ill effect
fake and refused to listen to his de- R. T. Lightfoot, and at the time of ernoo
a saving to.the city of Sinter o for
n tea had been served in the say that it is better to, give Manch
away and perfect harmony exists in
the
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-room, and the arrangement ria to!
the work.
nobod
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y
to, Russia, for to
Failing in this attempt the "guy" on nee for coroner.
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•
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a
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s
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Mr.
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in the Emergency hospital to date is
for breakfast is printed in return that province. te the- state of
house with a fake building permit and ent Democrat, and was always found Frenc
h and sets ford' an array of barbarism. It is, howeve.,
tads of which thirty-six have died.
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s4
asked if
demanded a dollar before the work on battling zealously for his party's dishes
Three cases of yellow fever have Mien
calctifated to please an appe- even the railroad which oats this Wife oE_New York Broker Dismissed.
new
cause.
hole
membe
He
was
being
•1
a
r
of
the
Bap\
erected proceedin Cotton Scailits I.
tite of the widest variety. Breakfast province in three portio
taken from the steamship Sapphire, at
ns and which
quarantine. The vessel was from ed farther. The man of the house re-. tist church, having affiliated himself will be ready each morning at a:so should be an instrument,
of civilizaported the man's actions to the po- with that religion in his e*ly days_ o'cloc
Washington, Aug. t6.—Secrelarp
Colon.
k, and it' is the intention to tion and of development,ofi her riches
lice and efforts are being made to apJim
Crow
was
most
a
genial
modWilson
,
's statement that the leak ire
have
the
The first cat where refusal of a
:steal concluded so that the will be abandoned to Chiaere neglect.
prehend 'him.
est, liberal and kind-hearted man, and session of the
the
cotton
crop repatt 'never wouldl
householder to permit the screening
confer
ence may begin With regard to this Harbin-Liao Tung
It is not known how long fhie meth- had many friends. His ear was ever by
heve Oven discoverer",hai k it- not been
to.
of a patient's room, has resulted in
railwa
line,
y
instat
the
e/Ian, of a Chi- for
a. quarrel between. :Mrs. S.
The trip of the envoys from the nese administration cans
(be quarantine of a house, has occur- od has been operated as it has just opened to the cry of the needy and
be underbeen reported. tie may have already the tear of sympathy often flowed hotel to
red in the downtown section of the
the navy yard this morning stood as the line has no strategic le- Packetana wife of a . Nee York brok.collected many dollars from the un- for those in distress. His life was was
city. As soon as it was reported to
very disagreealate on acctetint of gitimate value except for China. But- er weho is said to harm 'profited from
suspecting owners of dogs.
marked with many deeds of kindness tee steedy, clseling rain,
Dr. White that the fumigating and
to a hich the it is quite differunt with the line unit- the dishonesty exposed, and her huaand benevolence to testify to his gen- Japanese representati
screening squads had been refused per
ves
in thei- open ing Vladivostok to Russia, Which it is bands was dismissed frcrm consideraWILL WITNESS A HANGING. erosity. his pleasant voice will not a utonvab.'es
tion in the inquiryiby INstrict Attorrrision to enter, he appealed to InWeft exposed.
impossible for the Muscovite Emirate,
only be missed from his church choir,
nee, Beech, who enoneratof. the wospector Whitaker, who ordered poThe
Term
Adopted
because of its strategic value to make man
Wants to Strengthen
Argument but its memory will long linger 'With
and excused .her from testifying
licemen on duce to prevent egress or
The peace terms that have been dependent upon a Chiaese admini
s- before the grank
Against Capital Punishment.
the people of Benton in the old adopted are, in substa
jury which is iningress. An affidavit witl follow.
nce:
tration.
southern harmony singings which he
mestigating the case. M‘-. Beach deFirst—Recognition of Japan's "preTwo ambulance eases of fever have
Comme
Gain. to
rce.
Ne‘ York, Aug. t6.--To strengthen never failed to attend. A comforta- ponder
clared Mrs. Pecieliani was entire4 inating influence" in Korea.
been found in an esplanade avenue
"Technical researches have shown ',yeast
his argument against capital punish- ble insurance is left for his family.
of the matter, and that ia was
Second
saloon. The victims are Italian*. They
—Mluttral
obligations
to the enormous diffieefty of uniting not
ment, the Rev. Emil A. Nicety, pastor
The funeral will take place at 4 evacuate Manchuria, Russia
due to domestic differences witta
were ill, but were apparently seeking of
to retro- Vladivostok and Peet Arthur with
the Second Reformed church. Jer- O'clock this afternoon from the resiher husrand tit the scartaal waits cacede to China all special privileges.
to aveid discovery. When, however, sey
Europe around the Amur. Se the
City, will witness' the execution of dence, conducted by Rev. Cheek, of
•
they collapsed, a telephone message
Third—Japanese obligation to re- civilized world webcomed the decision viled.
'
k.
Edward Tapeiey, a negre wife murder the First Baptist church. The body
was at once sent to the
store the sovereignty and administra- of Russia to build, a railway ttrroughr
mergerxy
er, in the Hudson county jail on Fri- will be buried at Oak Grove cemeSPAT WITH NICARAGUA. I
hospital, and the ambulance carried
tion of China in Manchuria.
Manchuria. It is therefore just that.
day.
tery under the auspices of the A. 0•
•
them to .that institution. The men
I
fourttr—Mutukal obligations to re- Russia should have the material guaeMt. Meury contends there is con- U. W., of which heiwas a member
said they had come from the country.
spect the territorial and administra- anty that that raitway line should nob Government. May Demand Explana-.
sciousness after the body of a con- The order of Red Men, with which
tion of Consul"s Debarment_
It was found that they had been at
tive integrity of China and the prin- run the lest risk of 'being destroyed
denoted mkt leaves' the platform. He he affiliated, will attend in a body.
Bayou Sale, on the Southern Pacific
sol"maalliiM111,84
ciple of the "open door."
or cut by the brigands cm that it
declares thal a Man who was hanged
Washington, Aug. 16.—T
he ace of
Mad.
Sixth—The surrender of the Rus- should suffer in case of a misunderin Jersey City four years ago gave a
the government of Nkaragem in, canCRUELTY.
RUSSIAN
leases
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to
Liaott
the
ing Penin- standing with China. Tho commerce
slime' after the drog
otell, showing con
sula, including Port Arthur, Dalny of the world winn gain very much if celing the exequator of Consul DonQuarantine
Conditions.
sciousnees, although his neck was Russi Officia
aldson at Managua may be followed
an
l Demands Death for a and the Blonde and Elliott Islands,
Japan should be entousted with the by a dt-ma-nd on the pact of
Quarantine improves in some direc- broken.
the State
Thirte
en-Year-Old Girl.
guarding of the Southern railway tine Department at Washi
tion's and grows worse in others. At
If Tapeley gives similar soigne after
ngton for an exFATE
OF
TREA
TY NEAR.
Monroe a conflict aroselietween a cit- the moment of hanging, Mr.
and Russia with the protection of the planations Mr. Donaleson was
Meury
inOdessa, Aug. 16 —The military proizens' meeting and the authorities. will appear before the leoisl
line, mutually pledgittio them- structed to investigate the
aturk 'next curator has appealed against the de- The End Cannot Be Much Longe north
circumr selves to follow the policy of the stances surromacting
The citizens, in a sadden ;spasm of winter and ask for the lAboli
the imprisontion of cision of a court-martial, which senPostponed.
alarm, desired to restore' the shotgun capital punishment.
open door in the whole powinee."
ment of an American in Nicaragua.
tenced
boys,
two
each
twent
years
y
of
quarantine. Mayor Forsythe objectand- President telaya believes 'he was
age, and a girl, thirteen years of age,
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. t6.—It is GHOULS STEAL •
ed, and ordered the military to hold
Chaing Gang Victim Capturbd.
overzealous in the matter, if the re-',
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to
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that
Almor
M.
o
themselves in readiness. Appeal, was
HUMAN HEADS. port of Minister William Merry
,
session of explosives. The procurator Sato, the spokesman of the Japanese
Louisville, Ky.. Aug. t6.—Five hu- which is on 'its
made to the governor, who said that
Harry Miller, a negro, who escaped
way
Washi
to
ngton
,
asks
punis
capita
for
hment
Embas
l
.
is
the
sy,
real
feature of the man heads have been cut from bodies
the orders of the state board of health from the chain gang on July A, was
Portsmouth conference. Sato is a and stolen from the vat of the local shows the consul acted within his
must be followed or soldier, would captured last night by Officers Hurle
authority the Nicaragua government
y PIVESTIGATING COTTON LEAK wonder. He is almost tireless, and
a medical college. The authorities are probably will
he mobilized. The citizens yielded.
and Churchill. Miller was 'crying on
be called upon to exmore accomplished diplomat can at a eines to know who could commit
Shreveport is again to open emit- a sentence for carrying concealed
plain its action.
,Wash
ingto
n,
Aug.
lb.—T
hardly
found
among
he
diplom
grand
be
the
ats
munication with New Orleans, allow- weapons and liked 38 days of being
such a theft. The scientific value of
jtiey of the supremie court of the Dis of any country. He 'has a knowledge each head is placed at $at.
ing freight to come in that has been even with the city.
Several supposed cases of yellow
triet of Columbia today resumed its of the English language which few
ferrigated. Fruit and dry goods ace
fever
have appeared in Indiana, aciintes
tigati
on into the leakage of the foreigners can equal, and is a master
The Pete's bank of St. Louis has cording to telegr
excepted. PresidefitSouehon has telRobert flurrows, the town marshal cotton crop
am.; from Indianaporeport
depar
pleasa
of
s
sarcas
the
tment
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m.
of
He escapes the been placed in the hand.; of a 7eceiv'Alleraphed congratulations to the of Guthrie, liy., ha gone to
lis. The sick parties had not been
Ogden, of agriculture, C. C. Clark, chief clerk imeortimities of newspa.per men
by er. and will, be wound up. It has been
`irr ireveport authorities. He has also Utah, after Percy J. Luster,
who.re- of the bureau of statistics of the de- issuing "statements"
ao cleverly estopped from doing busiats$ by the in infected southern districts, but.
wired to the Richland parishsaiuthori- cently killed his wife at Guthri
'nevertheless, the eases are declared
e.
partment being the first witness,
worded that analysis, Is necessary to government.
. yellow fever by alleged experts, ,
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Expired Last Night After Now Said That Russ
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A Few Days Illness.
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HOD CARRIERS GET $44 WEEK.
Budding Boom in Chicago Has Sent
Wages Soaring.

GOLDEN WEDDING

The Louisville
Evening Post,

Do You Want To Rent

ZiEW ORLEANS* DOCTORS ADGifts-ago, Ill, Aug. 134---The 'hod car- VENERABLE •COUPLE OF THE
VISE ST. PAUL MAN TO GO
net'has at last come into his own.
COUNTY CELEBRATE HAPHOME.
Drawing a weekly stioend of between
An Independent Newspaper at the
PY ANNIVERSARY.
$35 and $44, he can now afford to
Rate of Only
laugh at the clerks and salesmen who
25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
Physicians Tell Martyr to Science /lave regarded him as their inferior "Tao Hundre
A department for everybody.
d Guests With Many Reland look upon himself as the fit assoThey Will Rurnish Him Case of
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
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TRANSACTION
ciate for trust magnates and bank
BEST
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BEST MISCELLANY,
IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH
EQUIPMENT; EXA building boom in Chicago has
BEST SHORT STORIES,
PERT INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVsICE.
EITHER CALL,
BEST BOOK REVIEWS,
TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
New Orleans, Aug. 16.-After din- sent the wages of the hod carrier up
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F.
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o
m
and
wife,
the
BEST
Mrs.
ladder
which
CHILD
he has often climbed.
REN'S PAPER,
ing on arsenicasills for three days and
. rk they receive 30 Fannie Purdum, celebrated their gold- BEST HOME NEWS,
preparing himself to blunt the drills For eight hours' was
en wedding Tuesday at their home at BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
of the yellow fever mosquitoes, Dr. cents an hour. After that they get Massac, this county,
after living hap- BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
45
cents
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struck the wreck. The collision rip65.000 came from Uhlinien's in New
DUE TO SPREADING RAILS.
ped open a hole several feet wide in
York, and about 30,000 from Pierce &
her bottom„ hut notwithstanding the
Moving wagon in connection.
Co. of Montreal. They cost about 12
Two Passengers Hurt in the Wreck steady inrush of the water the firecents at a time when good skins
were
of the Pittsburg Express.
nen and the engineer, headed by
bringing about 35 cents."
Geo. W. Oliver. /ADMAN REAL EST/VT-is: WESTERN KENTUC
Corry, Pa., Aug. 16.—The night Chief Engineer John Quinlan, of W. Mike Oho=
KY FARMS, EASli
Benton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
Pittsburg express on the Allegheny Providence, stuck to their posts.
MONTHLY PAYMENT' LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
RAIDED BAND OF
Thos B. McGregory,
Valley railroad, which left Buffalo at When 'the steamier was within too
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
SLICK SWINDLERS. 11 o'clock last night, was wrecked by
Benton, Ky.
yards of the dock the water put out
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
spreading rail near Hydetown early the fires.
New York Wire-Tapping Bunco Gang a
today. The rear engine and seven
ILDG•gt W. WHITTEMOR.r.. Paducah. U.Drawn Into the Toils.
•
cars left the rails. The passengers FOUND DYING ON SIDEWALK
.,
New York, Aug. 16.—Having been had narrow escapes, but only two reinjuries.
received
The
slight
track
Kansas City Business Man Fell From
informed that a band of swindlers,
posing an wire -tappers, had netted a was torn up for a hundred yards and
a llospital Window.
large suns by the familiar confidence traffic was blocked until late today.
Kansas City, Aug. t6.—Herbert OFFICES
method of pretending to hold back
: Benton. Ky., rear bank
el
OFFERED $75,000 FOR CLAIM
Mills, formerly treasurer of the Jarvis
race results going by wire to pectiMarshall
County; Paducah, Ky.,
Aug.
Boston,
15.—An
offer
of
$75,Conklin Mortgage Trust company, of
n:roma, the police have raided a brown
Room TI4 Fraternity Building.
stone.front house, handsomely furn- coo has been made to J. C. Rhodes, a this city, was found today lying on. the
M.
Old Phone 303.
ished, in West Forty-fifth street. Nine Roxbury photographer, said to he a sidewalk in front of Bethany hospital, New Phone rta.
cousin
of Cecil Rhodes, by the Eng- Kansas City, Kan., where he was an
iron, alleged to be members of the
gang, were arrested. Eight of the lish authorities to stop the prosecu- inmate, and died two hours later. His
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
prisoners already had their pictures tion of a claim for $t0000,bon now skull had been crushed. He had eithheld on chancery and deposited in the er jumped or fell through his window
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
in the rogue's gallery.
on the second floor. Mills' home rePolice reserves were called 'out to Bank of England 299 years ago.
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
cently had been at Burlington, Ia. His
help in the charge on theo building.
KILLED
NEGROE
TWO
S
widow and two children live at Quin- Phone 196. aooToi Broadway,
Officers limbed up the front and enway. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
AND WOUNDED THREE. cy, Ill.
teI4d by the parlor window. Eleven
PADUCAH, KY.
Cordele,
Ga.,
Aug.
15.—Near
Oakmen were within, and they made a
Dry Hot Air Baths given when infield, eighteen miles southwest, a DIVIDEND IN STANDARD OIL.
,wild dash to escape. Two succeeded,
dicated.
woodsman named Mal•fis, waylaid by
New York, Aug. i6.—The Standard
hut the others were held up at the
negroes with whom he had quarreled, Oil company, of New Jersey, has de.s
back fence and submitted without a
'
I
drew his revolver, shot two negroes clared a dividend for the quarter of
struggle.
$6 a share, payable September to The
On the wall of one room was found dead and wounded three.
previous dividends, were $9 a share,
f.
a telephone, which appeared to have
a
NINE INJURED IN WRECK.
payable June r5, and $r5 a share, paybeen in use for some months. A teleOFFICE Tao NORTH FIFTH
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 15—Six passen able March 15, making $3o
a share
graph instrument in the corners was
gers and three trainmen were injured declared so far this year, against $29
TELEPHONES
merely a blind, labile the walls were
in a Burlington wreck at Utica, Neb., a share in the corresponding
period
covered with racing charts.
Residence nil
today. They were brought to Lincoln of last year.
Office au
'All of the prisoners were stylishly
hospitals. Three of the initired are in
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO THE
'dressed, and the majority of them
a serious conditiont
ruin was started on the Miners'
CAMP.
were elderly, gray-haired men, who
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
.
1111
411...•••
-)
oule.
and Merchants' bank at Flat River,
looked like prosperous brokers. They
Peasant riots are recurring in the Mo., by a pamphlet issued in revenge
chaffed the police, and declared they Otsstina
Attorney-at-Law,
district of Spain. Bands of by a former employe of the instituwould be set free in short order, but famine
-stricken men are pillaging the tion, in which unsafe management
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
were locked tip for the night. Many farms.
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
Troops have been sent to the was alleged.
ALL
CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY. ooloosis000motaborhormiemows
ocmiplaints have 'been made by per- scene.
sons swindled through the wire-tapOn View.
ping game, one man halting lost $5o.Charles King, an Amefican, will fie
(Yonkers Herald
000 a few moritho ago.
hanged at Echnonston, N. W. T., Au"He's a fine speciman of man."
gust .3t, for the verdict of an English
sane
"Yes; be's Usually makinig an exhi• rpc a Week for The Register.
Prostucter• framed Hayward, last fall. bitive of bialsolf."
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s4sconded by his 'democratic opponent
of two.

CHANGE OF

BOOKQ'MANIPULATING

The approach of the ides of No•
xernber and the falling of the ballots
IN COUNTY SCHOOLS CAUSED
then to occur has caused many of the
BY STATE CONTRACT,
leaditig democratic papers of the
state to give thought to the prosrposed
change in the voting system of the Expense Not Heavy, However,
as
Many Are Already in Use
state. The opposition to the return
By Scholars,
to the open ballot incr.eases rapidly as
the papers express themselves.

Gra v

ITS MINTAGE.

Monetary disis Is Feared in
China, Says Berlin Banker.

The Old Reliable

4

Bernard Mining Co.,
Has

San Francisco, Aug. 16.-Carl BeekTSIE
am, a 'Berlin banker, a recent ariiiii
here, who has been traveling
extensively in China, says that a
grave
•monetary crisii is liable to occur
in
China before long.
"That country," he goes on to say,
"seems to be manipulating its coining
in such a manner as to have a
less
. The McCracken county public valuable coin circulating
side by side
The contenti,ons over which the Rus • schools
.are using new books this with one more valuable, and
accordsian and Japan peace envoys could term, the state" book contrac
t hav- ing to a well-known economic law,
ing
gone
into effect this year, but the less valuable medium is
split or fail to agree have, it is generlikely to
ally admitted, been left tot the last. the expense will no fall so heavily drive out the more valuable one and
on
the
0•••••Im•
residents as in other counties cause a financial depression.
These questions are indemnity, Sakbecause the :county has been using
Chief Padneett.
"Heretofore the 'cash," a copper
halin, fishing rights,. warships and all the boOks .of
a higher price, coin in value, equal to about onerailroads. The six smaller articles, which were adopted last year.
31.UBLISHED BY THE
twentieth of the American-a-In Tlia,
The following is a list of the state been the chief coin in
ROISTER NEWSPAPER
therefore, are the only ones settled.
circulation. But
adoption which dtd not go into effect recently there has been
(Incorporated)
an extensive
At Regitger Building, 523 Broadway.
The man who gets the most conso- last ssesson in this county because of mintage of a coin called the 'cent.'• It
a technicality,, and provitles for an is equal to about ten
'cash.' Of the
lation- out of a lawsuit is the lawyer exchange price
IAMBS L WILKBLM, President.
for old books:
former fully 1,700,000 were
engaged. No matter how the suit re- •
IOHN WLLHEILM, Treasurer.
while the mintage ofcoinedlastyr, the 'cash'
Exchange Retail
ROBERT IL WILHELM. Secretary. sults he always fee(l)s good.' Think
Price. Price. has not been increased. Now, while
the value of the 'cent' is nominally
tof the lawyer when you think of giv- The Modern Pronounceing Speller
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- ing hint a suit. If it is
$cao6 $0.12 about ten times that of the 'cash' its
him you would NfIcGuffey's
Revised Ecintrinsic value is not merely so much
a*, Ky., as wand-clan mall matter.
Make happy then bring the suit.
lectic Primer
05
.10 larger, and I fear that the bess valNew •McGuffey's First
uable, intrinsically, of the two coins
Ternsa to subscribers.
W._
There is a rapidly growing unaniReader .
a
One Year
.06
.1.2 will drive out the other. I doubt if
$5.00
New
the industrial stiength of China is
,McGuffey's SecBat Months
140 mity of Opinion that Russia will, after
ond Reader
Three Meintrus
.Io
.20 such as to make it prepared to sub11-25 respectfully parleying for better terms New
stitute such a unit of money as the
MeGaffey's Third
One Week
re accept Japan's demands
for peace.
Reader
, .1 .13 s .27 'cent" for the 'much less valuable unit
on which all transactions have been
Anyone failing to receive tilt faePer The hear is only squirming -against New McGuffey'a Fourth
Reader
regularly should repart the matt'$0 the halter which it knows it must
based in the past."
.3s
The Register office at once. a Tele- ose-ar.
New aficGuffey's Fifth
,
Reader
phone Cumberland arfl.
Ray's iNtbdeen Primary. .
"fli* jatiainese having made all othei
'Arithmetic
.06
.13
Cif thetr throw downs in the game at Ray's Modern Intellec
-t
tIndependent Company's Exchange Conne
Portsmouth . are now saying "Come
ction
u4,1 Arithmetic
10
.20
-It is announced from Madrid that
seven." That they will "craps" ap- Ray's Modern ElementDiscontinued.
the Moroccan conference will meet
ary Arithmetic
.25
pears to be their luck.
-.•••/
in that city.
Ray's Mlodern PractiOfficial of Geological Survey de- acal Arithmetic
.40
Thureday Morning, Aug. 17, 1905.
Don't take too much to heart your Natural
IMMO
clares men violated no regulations in
Primary GeogNEWS IN BRIEF.
HOUS
EHOL
D
troubles. Roses grow where thorns
NOTES
.
connect
ion with magazines.
raphy
•
.40
are found. Look beyond all thornet Natural Complete
In Chicago while their baby lies
Mobile says enough bananas are
Always heat new iron, such as
The Open Door.
Geography
480 coming into that port to supply all asleep on a table near by, James E. ranges, very gradually at
in hie for the roses which can be
40
first, as this
Though clearly against .her direct
Long's New Language
Daly, a bartender, murders his wife, will prevent
thc mokets of the country.
found near by.
trackin
g.
°
Exercises, Part I
coainsertial interest Japan has won
o6
Highwaymen held up ani robbed locks saloon and flees, leaving child
When making ginger snaps add a
Langua
Long's
New
and
ge
corps
within.
,favor in the eyes of the United States
the Yosemite Valley stage near Grub
teaspoonful of vinegar and see what
The dry rot seems to have hit the
'Exercises, Part II
Hugo Lieber, a New York chemist, an improv
o8
Gulch, Cal., and robbed many pasfailtillaGlseat Britain particularly by inement it will make.
Kitty league right where it should live Long's Lessons in .Engdeclares be has cornered the radium
sengers of their valuables.
If mustard is made with" boiling
sisting on an open door in Manchuria
sh
.12
but doeset. The Kitty evidently is
(The limns-Mississippi conference menace
water with a little salt added, it will
and China in preparing the expected
rvey s
LanNew
Mrs. Carrie Nation tells Bryan she not dry and cake
is in session in Portland, Ore., with
only living to save burial expenses.
in ttic mustard pot.
guage Lessons
treaty with Russia. Japan might have
doesna think so highly of Folk since
.12
several hundred delegates present.
A few drops of coal oil added to
Harvey'
English
s
New
*entred this right for herself alone but
the water with which windows are
Luther C. Thompson, of Chicago, he took a drink in Kansas.
Honor Among Business Men.
Granimar
20
Shaw oasts Virginia revenue col- to be washed
40 has a new submari
would have lost much prestige ia &awne
will save time and labor.
boat
pattern
(Collier's.)
Maxwell and Smith's
which government representatives are lector v.410 co-operates with boomers
To
remove
match marks from a
ing so, for en open door in the far
story is told by Robert
Writing in English
of Fairbanks' for president.
Ogden
•32 . .65 examining.
polished surface, first rub with a cut
East certainly concerns the world about a friend of his, not long dead, New Century Element-4
Sysonby wins the $5o,coo Great Re- lemon, then with
Guthrie, Ky., big fair opens today.
a rag dipped in
sty Physiology •
but its two greatest rations most of who held securities in a certain railpublic stakes at Saratoga, cantering clear water.
.27
•55
Mrs.
Carrie
Nation
stoppin
is
at
g
a
road. Being told, and from a source New
Century
Interall.
Peanut butter is made by grinding
hotel in Louisville called the Bour- home three lengths in front of Oiseau,
to leave no doubt, that the road was
mediate Physiology- .15
with Broomstick third.
•30 bon, but the house is barless.,
in a nut grinder fresh roasted peaThe open door is, as the Na‘hville about to
collapse, ite refuse' to sell, Electle
Printery HisMembers of Secretary Taft's party inuts, which
A. Booth & Co., of Chicago, who
have' been shelled and '
Banner says, the doctrine that the not wishing to `shiftb the
tory U S.
loss upon a
in the Philippines are convened to have bad the
.20
has
been
arraign
brown skin removed."
ed at Columbus, 0.,
Visited States and
'Britain have purchaser. He had no large arnotuft New
History,
Electic
the idea of admitting products of the1 Water should
as
trust,
a
will
fight
never be used on
the
proceed
ings.
held as opposed tol"the sphere of in- of money, but be was rich in someea S.
•35
•70
burning oil, as it spreads the flame.
It is announced that Miss Alice islands free of duty.
thing
better.
With ati the venal Kinkead's 'History
of
iloence" policy of the continental ratDry sand shoula be used, as this exRoosevelt, while in the Far East, will
trickery that is being exposed, we
Kentucky
•65 visit the city of Pekin by invitation
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Thirteens on a Silver Quarter.
tinguishes the Flame immediately.
-lions of Europe, and its derision would lean
to a belief that men like this Peterman'e Civil Gov(New York Press.)
Silver spoons which have been
of the Queen Dowager.
be one of the most noteworthy re- ain't in America in larger
ernment
nunsbers
I.21
'.45
Superstiticm seems to be a part of 'stained by medicine may be cleaned
The will of T. T. Hillman, who
today than they did five, a dozen, or Rational Writing
' lasedlessil tbe Jaasswa-Japariese war,
latela died in Atlantic City, has been the mental composition of everyone, by rubbing with sulphuric acid; ere‘h
Article four of the Japanese demand twenty years ago. We hope there
Books
Noe.
1-6
probated at Birmingham, Ala. The and it commonly centers to a rooted with soapsuds and then with clean
will aoon be fewer %kb salaries like
(each)
which wite:ffieposed of at Tuesday's
antipathy to the number thirteen. water.
estate
is valued at Ssoo,000.
those of Senator Depew, and fewer (Specify
ordering
in
AlwaYs pour a little boiling water
session of the peace conference, pro- corporations
The Lick Observatory in Califor- This first of the teens ha. had to
which seek to have their
Vertical
or Medium i I
steed
for
many
into
an
action
that
was
the mixing pall and cover it for
rinia
reports
the
discove
ry
sevthe
of
vides mutual pledges .o preserve the lawyers in the legislatures. "Old•
Slant
.05
•
diculous, and yet there is hardly any a few minutes. The steam vall soften
enth
satellite
of
Jupiter.
fashion
ed honesty,"" Mr. Cleveland
integrity of China and to keep its
Out'of this 'number of books the
While in a lion's den, performing persona who would sidestep an inch the dough Po that it will readily wash •
Ccnnanerce optisteselkik world. This ar- says, but he must be referring to following are. now in use:
or mournfully rail at fate should he off.
some period before the civil war. fey's Primer first, second, third, at a circus entertainment in Clarksticle was agreed' to inanimously, and
A syrup made of granulated sugar
ville,
Tenn.,
Charles
Duncan
,
a train- spy a silver quarter on the sidewalk.
Americans are now enckairoring to fourth and fifth reader, Natural Prier of Louisville. was badly mangled' Have you ever taken the trouble to and hot water isall be found an imthat fact indicates a marked triumph halt a plunging
commercial' dishones- mary and Complete Geography, Long
scan closely this small piece of silver? provement on just the plain sugar for
of the British-American policy. The ty that took its impetus 'with the im- exercises Nos. i and 2, Kinkead's by the enraged lion. His condition is
If you have not, you may be surprised sweetening iced tea, in which sugar
serious
.
mense
practical activity of the nation History of the United States and
infiltrate of both Great Britain and
find on the eagle side that there are often does not melt.
to
reports
The
want
of
among
the
/he United States is evidenced in this after '65. In a sense we are a new Kentucky.
Do not lay the scrubbing-hrush
peasants of Spain grows with each thirteen arrows in•the buncWe, which
nation from that date. President ElThe total amount for the entire day. The conditi
is clutched in the left claw, thirteen with the bristles upward. The water
Japanese demame and the alacrity
serious.
ons
are
most
iot has spoken of business as one of list of books new is $8.73, and out of
Mine anti-Semitic rioting is report- laurel leaves on the branch in the oth- is allowed to soak into the" wooden
with which it secure4 the Russian as- the learned professions,
and so, in this amount $4.04 can be subtracted
er claw, thirteen stem at its head, thir pert and the bristles will very soon
ed
from points in Russian-Poland.
sent. There would leave been no war many of its divisions, it is Coming to for hooks now in use. leaving astoteen letters in the Latin inscription, become loose. Always place it with
Guisepp
Nicola°
Adelina
e
one
,
of
if Rusaia.had assented to this policy he. Mire Tar-bell, in the latest of her tal of Lob; for actual new books to
Patti's firtt music teachers, died Tues- "E Pluribus Thrum" thirteen letters the bristles flown.
in the beginning, and had given evi- Riockefoiler sbudies, draws some be secured.
in the word "quarter dollar," thirteen
If a teaspoonful of concentrated lye
day
in poverty in New York, aged
graphic features of the most discourstripes on the shield, and on the front with a cup of water be put in a ketdence of good faith in its observance.
8oyears.
agingly successful money-grabber in WHEN REFORMS
The Commission on Affiliation of of the silver piece thirteen stars sur- tle Whose contents have burned on
This is also an indication of the dis- the world. It ie hot a pretty picture,
GO INTO EFFECT. Northern and Southern Methoiliat rounding the liberty head and thirteen the bottom, and left to stand for a
interested position of Japan. No eel- tanaposed as it is of greed, cruelty
churches reports great progress being leaves in liberty's crown. This array few hours, there .will be no trouble
fish control it sought in the control of and disgusting, piety. "According as Czar Certain He Can Move Around
of thirteen ia in commemoration of in removing the burned•substance.--.
made.
Freely Without Body Guards.
Citisseite territory or commerce. In you put something in," be observed
the origioal thirteen states which coin Woman'. Magazine.
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Geerrge
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labor
E.
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,
to a ,Clevelaad Sunday-school, "the
•
priaed the Union.
securing this, concession Japan allows greater
arrested in New York because he
wild be your dividend, of salSt. Petersburg, Aug. 16.-From an
the grass in Central park to save
the uutside world to share in the re- vation." ?But he is not the type
Had the Evidence.
raftove
of authentic
source
corresyour
Peril of the Polar Ice Floe.
Irate father--It beats all where my
sults of its victory. Russia unques- business man who represents the fut- pondent is informed that the altered his child from an automobile.
' (Brooklyn Eagle.)
umbrellas go to. I left one in the rack
Three Long Island men are towed
tionably intended to appropriate a ure. His like are on the wane. The project of the national assembly and
The crushing force of the Kota that last night, and now it's
twenty miles to sea by a monster sunresponsi
bilities
arid opportunities of the amnesty ukase, which has been
large portion of China to its own use,
fish and are finally forced to cut the cover the northern seas is not to be
Willie--Alice's beau haa got it.
money are becoming more widely prepared, give satisfaction
to the line.
guessed by those arho:
and but for Japanese inferferences underetood,
seen
not
rve
Alice,-Whys Willie; the idea!
•
and its mere rapacious Zemstvoists. Their promulgation is
Milwaukee citizens petition for a them. They are not . ch films and
Willie--Well, tau night, when he
other European nations would. have accumulation tends every day more
awaiting definite news from the peace special
election on the question of rais catea as we nee in our bays and rivers, was goistg home, I heard him say that
followed the lifuss
to become a source of shame.
. iao example.
conference at Portsmouth. If Baron ing
butt are acres and mfiles in extent, he seas Only going to take just one.
the cost of saloon licenses.
Lord Charles Beresford made a tour
Kornura does not modify his demands
oftn
e solidly compacted, piled one on Judge.
Russell
says
Sage
e:xpecta
that
he
* •
Uncle Stun'a Bumpers.
the Czar will issue an appeal to the to reach the
through the United States iseveral
age of too years, and that the other, each floe from fifteen to six(New
York World.)
people of Russia and will lay She case he will see Misisouri Pacific
years ago preaching "the open door."
stock go ty feet thick and representing 'not the
Hia Little fiehanast,..• - 4. •
Once again the southwest monsoon before the powers in a diplomatic note.
freeze of a single winter but the con200.
to
Secretary of Skate John Hay recog- has brought disappointn4nt
Flora
-Fredd
y is a very gay young
to the The general •• ling was•thus easecutive formations of years. Advance man, isn't
he?
mired the necessity of such a policy crop grower, of India, because it has pressed by C
t Miltutin:
throughjauch 'a floe is as impossible
The Counfry's Call for Labor.
Dora-Why, no--he's extremely
ifor the welfare of American com- brought little rain. This happened
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hen the natlonal as
It is no longer the South alone Wait patiently for "leads" and take ad
lomatic correspondence,
Florae-0h, that's a bluff, he's
tales of famine and 'distress such as sembly meeto represent free Rusworkbidding
for laborers.. Every sectiOn vantage of even momentary openings ing to get a look at
The greatest me•nace to the open ccime of those dry years.
yotir family Bible.
sia the, world's sympathy will be on is competing witl? the others to se- when tides and currents break chandoor in China isaac the Ruesian oresWhat drought may do in India war our side. The Japanese terms of
cure a sufficient 'number of men to nels through the mass.
First Thought.
pation of Manchuria. The Japanes its accoMpliehing in Russia. Men who pace leave dernonsarated that _ the do the work that is waiting, and Cane should be in
Belshazzar saw the writing on the
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real."
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have put an end to this obstrtsction,
ada is trying to draw upon our inad'More Inert Than a Scarecrow.
wall.
out under orders, to fight the battles
The 'Admiralty is showing consid- equate supply by offering liberal tom.
and the resuk of the war will establis of rho'
(Cleveland Leader.)
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calm. The Indian wheat yield, erhble activity. It has lately dis- mission
h
wife
s to immigration agents for
The city, boarder-Things are so sending from the seashor
the Policy on it firm basis.
which was upward of 294.000p00 patched submarines to the 'ex East.
e for more
all persons that can be induced to monotonous here'. Iilook out across money?
The dream of partitioning, Chine bitshels in 1903, and the Russian, The Amur river has been •tWned and locate
in that country. Obviously; that cornfield and that awful scareEven the final catastrophe was
less
entertained a few years ago by eon- which was 552,000,000 the same year, the Baltic coast defenses are being with alb the additions to our poilula- crow is always standing motionless in than
he had feared.
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REDUCED THE PRICE OF
COAL to:
NUT,
10c.
LUMP, 1 1c.
Now is the time to have your coal
house filled.
We have the best coal in the city.
City Office 123 South First Street.
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Place your order for coal with us
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Moscoe Scott Is Away From
Home Mysteriously.

May Sign Today.
Today it is thought that Mayor
Yeiser will sign the anti-spitting ordinance, and the frreasure will then
become a law. after the presidents of
both boards attach their signatures.

4444-44.144-40.f4-44-`1•41--F-14-144-il

-When the Kitty season ends Land
will go to Oincinnati or Toledo. Both
clubs are negotiating for him.
•
INDIANS DIDN'T HAVE
Divorce Suit.
Capt. Gilligan says the attendance MAY HAVE SUDDENLY
0. A. itlriminer filed a suit for DETRAINMENT SET FOR
SINGL
A
E BOBBLE. assay from home is someth
ing awful,
BECOME DEMENTED. divorce against
his wife, Mag GrimEARLY THIS MORNING.
and predicts that the league will go
ner, alleging abandonment. They
pp in smoke in less than a week.
were married in January and separatSensational Fielding Stunt Kept the
One of H. A. Rose's Missing Policie ed in Mtircb.
s
Pitcher
Witt
Body Comes From Louisville and Is
and Second Baseman
Indians .From Victory in Ninth
Has Been Located in a LouMcAnd
rews
be
bought
their
relea.ee
Proneuncdd the Crack Regiment
—Cairo Blanked.
We carry an extensive assortPaid the Fine.
from Princeton and joined Dubuqu,
isville Bank.
ment
of most fragrant perfumes
Aaron
State.
of
Tilley,
of
Mayfiel
was
d,
arIa., which is in the Western league.
—both American and foreign—
rested yesterday afternoon on inCAPTAIN GILLIGAN
assortnierna—which include the
structions received from Chief McCapt. Gilligan is home. There was J. S. SELLERS SUED
newest and daintiest perfumes
nutt. The charge was for gaming, ROUTINE WORK THE
QUITS THE LOCAL CLUB. friction between him and Manage
r
FOR
'as
well as all the old favorite
FALSE
which
Tilley
ARRES
paid
to
the
T.
local
police
i
/ Lloyd so Gilligan quit. Ife has asked
SAME AS HERETOFORE.
odors. Prices always reason'authorities and was released.
President Thompson for his release,
able, never excessive.
but President Thomp,son iwill.take no
How They Stand.
"Where is Moscoe Scott?'' is a
—The Eagles' meeting last night
action
until
he
hears from Manager questio
W. II. Pct.
It is but little if any premature to
n that is agitating the minds was postponed until next Wednesday
Vincen Tics •.•.....
18 8 .692 Lloyd. The fans hope Gilligan will of
say
that tamp Yeiser is again, alive
the
night.
residen
ts of Mechanicsburg,
kaducih
15 II .577 rtconsider and at once rejoin the team
with state guards. The first regiment
and
his
wife
—A
especia
singula
fatalit
lly.
r
y
seerna
He
tee
at- left
left home
Cairo
11 15 -423 His playing and head work 'have won
Louiiville, its 'home, last night
Princeton ....;
•• 8 18 .308 many games for the Indians. Paducah Monday evening after supper and had tach to the office of coroner of this for this -place and
encampment and,
county. M. James F. Cr'ow is the
unggIst
is badly crippled with' Gilligan out, not returned up to last night.
A few days ago Scott became ill third successive coroner to die in of- baring any unforeseen accident, twill
Fralces
sick
ad
Lloyd
gsing against
Yesterday's Results.
Sixth aid Broadway
from being overheated and for sev- fice, viz.: Capt. Phelps,"Daddy" Peal be here at 5 o'clock. s'That will be
VinCeillIV-s 1, I
wait 1(l6 innings.) the chills
ere this announcement is read by
eral days. was delirious. Monday he and Mr. Crow.
TELEPHONE 63.
Px4,14iiip
many of the thousiands who will re0.
C
improved from his condition and
ceive this issue of The Register. •
I II I II I 1 l-lst-t-4-1•014-1-:•4•4*.t.
alked away
The First regiment, as 'has been
Today's Schedule.
Mks. Scott went to Little Cypress
Paducah at 'Vincennes
said before, is counted the crack regiyesterday in search of him and as she
Cairo at Princeton.
ment of the state guards. Its memfailed to return it may be that she has
bers are not so much novices in mil,t.
STREET MID SANITARY WORK found him. He has relatives at little
tom4fj4i, Schedule.
OF INSPECTOR ELLIOTT
Cypress, and friends think he may DEFINITELY SETTLED LAST itary tactics and camp life, some of
the men having done servicer. as reguNIGHT TO ERECT STRUCTPadbcah at Princeton.
have wandered in that direction.
APPROVED.
lars. Then, too, they have had much
1Cait2AtsyiRcennes.
URE FORTHWITH.
Scott formerly drove a beer wagon
Rubber.Stamps Made at Home
drilling experience and are therefore
f.:antracter Deftliats Gives Bond for but of late has'been in the employ
..
Can be appreciated more than
Handsome Three-Story "Home" Ex- nearer perfect soldiers- titan the memr
Long Game at Vincennes.
Constructing Storm Sewerage
of the H. A. Petter Ice Company,
those
made • elsewhere,
Vera of the other regiments. The *viawe
clusive for Order and to Cost
Vinceantic,,lad., Aug. 16.—In one of
Under His Contract.
are prepared to furnieb all
itors who go out to the camp to see
the prettiest baseball battles ever seen
Nearly $3o,000.
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
Marriages.
the First in its work will not only see
here the locals beat the Indian, by a
The board of public works held a
short melee.
An aged couple of Marshall counThe work on the building to he a representative regiment of Kentucky
score of a to 1, the game lasting six- •rcirular session yesterday afternoon
ty came to the city and were married erected by the local lodge of Elks, on young bloods but some fine drilling, RUBBER 'STAMPS,
teealuNSINVIIFsenteire
'insetlona! and most of its work was routine.
by
Judge R. T. Lightfoot. They North Fifth street adjoining the cus- etc. The routine will be the same as
eiditnr by both teams. Paducah
The report of Street Inspector Alon
PAID STAMPS.
played an errorless same, which was zo Elliott was heard and the sanitary were H. C. D. Howard, aged 6o, and tom house, will be commenced about conducted in the Second. The first
LINEN MARKERS,
Mary J. Dalton, aged 54. Evidently September is and finished by -January dress parade takes place this evening
remarkable considering the eromber ef work was discussed and ordered to
be old
BRASS STENCILS,
it
age has nbthing to do with mat- 1st, 1906. The building commit* of
innings, and the locals had otiy one pushed rapidly. Several suggestion*
5-:30 at the baseball park and the
DATER,
rimonia
guard
l
bliss
error.
the
in
mounts
body
Marshal
met
at
last
l
9
county.
a. m. The public
uight and settled
were made and many sew methods
Another couple who have seen over this fact and made all arrangements
cordialJy invited to their exercises.
•Brahic kept the hits well scatterd, will be adopted regarding the cleaning
II1K PADS.
two score etrmnsers, F. D. Reader and toward advertising • for
A dispatch last evening from Louis- Lc fact, anything in Rubber Stamp
so did Perdue. Some fast fielding up of the city.
bids to
saved :faille the game before the sixMr. Elliott was further instructed to Mrs. T. E. Lewis, were married by do constructing work. The plaars ac- ville telling of the coming of the First
accessories-delivered in an hour's
cepted were those of mg. 0. D. regiment said:
tcer.r-h.
keep up the good work and move Rev. Cheek last night.
notice.
"The First Kentucky regiment will
Mr. Robert B. Dickinson, of thg Schmidt 'heretofore approved.
Perdue got out of a bad bole in the that he has already instituted in haulninth. The bases were full when Land ing away the trash and refuse matter city, and Miss Clam Graham, of Gra- • Advertisements for bids will be leave tonight for Paducah no a special
PADUCAH STAMP
"bent a fierce liner toward third. Hip- that is left in the cans or boxes in hanirviNe, daughter of Mr. Robert placed in the local, St. Louis and Lou- Illinois Central train. Entrainment
pert made a brilliant catch of it, Ten- front of, the residences and basiness Graham, were married in Metropolis isville papers. The bids are to be in will 'take place at to o'clock and de- & STENCIL COMPANY
by September 5, at to a. m. The con- trainment at Paducah at about 5
sna the side.
houses. Many people have complied Tuesday.
403% BROADWAY.
struction of the building is to begin o'clock tomorrow raprrning. In the abThe winning run was made on Coop with the recent request of the board
Old Phone 36.
sence of Sergeant Francis 111. Terry,
..er's single, Hippert's sacrifice and Bar and have supplied themselves with the
by September rs.
)(seeing Policy.
The building iris) be three stories regimental quartermaster, Major Mar
Lours Texas leaguer to right field.
necessary receptacles for depositing
It is now thought. that the $10,000
high,
'Barbour got a sacrifice and free tits the matter and left on the sidewa
and on Fifth and the side lac- rnaduke Bowden, of Third battabon,
lk policy spoken of in the
A. Rose ing the
Out of six times up.
postoffice will be at- Stone. will supervise entrainment and defor the inspector's wagons to pick up. estate has been located
The recollection of the quality of
. Mr. F. G.
Large tin vessels will be secured Rudolph, the administrator of the es- The building will be handsome and trainment. .
OUT prescriptions remains long after
"Capt. Joseph M. Iluffaker, regimen
The Score by Umbras
for this use.
tate, and his, attorney, Wr.. V. Eaton, complete in every detail, and supplied
with every modern convenience. The tal commissary, and Sergeant Carter the price is forgotten.
The bond of Contractor Bride s think that the policy was made
iniAge. —
A 3 4 4. 6 7 8 9 to II 12
out building will
be for the exclusive arre Wilson, Capt. Ira S. Barnett, Sergeant
9 on oo o o 0 o o v. as received and accepted by the in favor of the Kentuc
Trlucah
ky Mill and
130000
14 1516- board. Mr. Bridges has among other Lumber Company, and turned over to of Elks except probably a few offices' Rhodes and several others were due
in the third story.
to arrive at 'Paducah this morning and
work the contract for laying storm the Western Bank
of Louisville, as
'Vine.
The estimated cost of the structure make preparations for the arrival of
ot0000000 o o e water sewers along Jefferson street collateral. If this
be true, there is a
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
$25,000 to $30,000.
the regiment.
cool from the river to Fifth street and on difference of opinion as to whether
7th
and Broadway.
"Lieut. Henry W. Sanders, wbo has
Tel. 756.
the Kentucky avenue from the rivt-r to it could be collected or not by those
YESTE
Paducah
been
Prescri
RDAY'
acting
ptions called for and delivFourth
regime
S
CITY
ntal
adjutan
street,
CUOR
t, will
T.
170
and was required to holding it, and it may be turned over
l'incennes
probably continue in that position, ered free of charge anywhe
2 13 1 exscute a $2,5oo bond for each walk. to the estate. Individ
re in the
ual policies oa The Cases
Pro Tern Judge Cross Had and Sergeant Walter Bailey will act city.
Satteries--Brahic and Land; Penine The work will now proceed at once Rose's
life now amount to $24,000,
and Matteson.
to Adjudicate.
as regimental color sergeant.
as the pipes and all necessary appurand
h is being mode to find
'The regiment will assiemble at 9
tenances have arrived.
more.
Willie Jones got his bumps for
o'clock tonight. and expects to have
Goose Eggs for Cake.
Mr. Saunders Fowler, the secretary
mg nothing" and just for that be was completed entrainment by to. Col.
Princeton, Ind , Aug. 16.—Tbe Tad, ‘.f the board, left last night for ChiA
A Girl Violin-Maker.
Realty Transfers.
held to an-wer on a jtoo hood ors the Hindman says that he will attempt to
poles were unable to do anything with cago
business, but will return on
The following deeds were filed yes- charge of vagrancy. Judge Lightfoot make the eight days' stay in camp as
Carnes today and •iiffered a shutout. Monday.
Under the eaves- of a quaint old
terday for record with the kounty will now give a jail sentence.,
Morgan was forind for six bits and
pleasant As possible for the men, and house in
San Jose, Cal.; that is in itT. Howard, breach of the peace, there will be various diversion*, to
two runs. The sinnrnary.
Docket Contains Three Murder Cases clerk:
self fell of histoeic interest, is the
was
fined
Geo.
Scott,
fao
W.
of
The
and
St.
Louis,
make them.forget the hardships of the work-s
uosts.
to J. C.
docket for the approaching
r b e
op of Grace Barstow, the only
Will Matthews was held over in a camp."
Cairo
o 3 e term of circuit court has been pre- Farley, city, one-fourth interest in kit
woman violin-n*1(er in 'America—in
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esoo
bond
Meyers
street,'
on
pared
the
Princeton
other
jt and
charge of converting
A feature of the First's stay will be 4 fact, so
conby Deputy Clerk Wm. Kidd
2 6 2
far as can be ascertained, the
other's property to his own use.
Batteries—Morgan and Taafe; Car- and it shows three cases of murder siderations.
the evening concerts by Deal's band, only
one in the world. She is the
The trial of Jame,Doolin and 'Reed engaged for the encampment, at the
to eon* up for trial. Willis Mount, Joe P. Moore and wife to Geo. Fernes and Downing.
granddaughter of lodge A. L. Rhodes,
charged with the murder of Willis guson, land in McCracken and Ballard McCormack was set for troday. They officers' quarters. Tonight's program
a pioneer jurist of Santa Clitra eosinarc
countie
charge
s,
d
$300.
with
Dope From Dopedorn.
robbery.
will be as follows:
Nutty,: Rube Neece, colored; for the
ty. Miss Barstow has made six vioJohn Crawfoot, for breach of ordiCity Lot Installment comilkny to
killing of Jesse Ingram, and Mary
Marcle—"Tlni First Kentucky."
line. improving on each until the hist
nance,
Jesse
was
Willia
Too bad, too had.
fined
ms,
lot
on
east hide of
$5 and costs.
Overture—“Light Cavalry"—Suppe.
Broelcwell, with the murder of her
is said by experts to possess a cic- •
Joe Allen and Magnora Allen, on a
three children. She may, however, Tenth street. $250.
Waltz—"Daugthcr of Love"—Ben- lieehtfu
lly rich, and at the same time,
breach
of
Lloyd or Douglas today.
the
peace
be tried for lunacy, as he has already
charge, were nett.
brillian
t tone. Her Inventive genius
granted a continuance.
been sentenced to life imprisonment.
Intermezzo from Cowalleria RustiSues for False Arrest.
is frequently taxed when desicable
Arthur
i•-air another overtime job—ami The docket also shows 15 felon
Hinton
received a jar some- canna—Mascagni.
Arthur Pryor has filed a snit in
cases
material is not at hand. Her first vithe Indians lost.
and 6, misdemeanors.
Selectionfrom "Norma"—Neil Mocircuit court against J. S. Sellace for thing like the Japanese warships give
olin, for instance, was stained an exout.
For
having
a
ret.
pistol
, concealed on
$g,000, alleging that the defenelaist
quisite shade of red with a coloring,
Wilder has been sold by Caleo to
Excerpts from "The Strollers"—
A Social Event.
had him falsely arrested. The plaint- his person he wag flied on two separmatter obtained by soaking redviond
ate
charge
Sotrrh'Bend, of the Central.
s
and
Englan
in
eakch .one he was
ders' Star Spangled, Banner.
Miss Annie Mae Yeiser, at the ru- iff says that the defendant had him
in alcohol. She also designed- the
ral benne of her father, fillityor Yeiser, arrested for fast driving, and he was fined $25 and sentenced to ten days in
scroll of the violin heart -and other
the
couny
The Alice's ant getting a mighty big yesterday afternoon delight
jail.
—The
Mizpah Mission Sunday violinfully en- acquitted at the trial. "He says he vile
makere have sinew emiplimentW. M. Matthews, for breach of the school will give an ice cream slipper
lead. Somebody bead 'em, please.
tertained a goodly -number of frienils fincarcerated and tensed great heed her by copying its peculiarly gracepeace,
Was
diseher
at
ged.
the church tonight.
at cards.esomplirrieirtary to Mrs. Harty
ful outlines. -,-Zoe Green Radcliffe', in
That frazzling Texas leaguer—who- Tandy, of Frankfort, and
—Attorney D. G. Park yesterday Sunset Illagazine for May.
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ever, invented such a hit anyway?
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,
of
ence Pell, of Cincinnati. There were
near Rag- filed a suit in the circuit conrt for DuCause to Kick.
land, has moved to Paducah.
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Bois, Kolb & Co. against B. A. WashMercha
nts
on
Market
Congress of the RussianAfainar of
street ate.
What ins turned loose in Indiana? and after cards came
seasonable re- raising a howl about unclean wat r
burn on a small account. Mr. Wash- Peasants, held in Mpsccnv,. demand
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to cause an brother is also very ill of
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attractive feasting spot for ies. hTe trouble.
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is in session in Washington.
among the people.
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Duggan will probably do it for Vin
wines toklay. He,if generally a conundrum to an Indian.
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merchants insist that it is a nuisance
and should be abated.
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A JUNGLE "INFAIR." ANIMAL PSYCHOLOGY"

HELPS II UK ?WU SEKLISPERS.
ANCIENT METEOR.

'SWITCH GIRLS THEY LOVE.

TME REVENGE OP ANIMAIJII.-—
Tido Unploaimat Seatewiene Somas MO

• IlLagalar reeeetiee That I. zees'...is
la by donut Yawing People La
114, Well Diavehopod la demo
M A COUNTY in southern Irmo!'sad
of Thum.
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LLI learn than a decade ago there still re Questions Suggested by the Pam
mained a rural section which the people ht
liar Habits of Raccoons,
A number of authentic anecdotes
At Shamokin, Pa., some queer one
Aluminum is now being used ex> the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
down
bawled
from
a
contumely
period
toms have survived the march of prog- have been collected by Le Tour do
What seemed to be fragments of• eensively as a ulster sal for toilet era- of
when this portion of the county was isolated hipiniorna ad a loathers Observe., et ress among the Poles and Rusaiana Monde to illustrate the fact that the
illasagnetio iron meteor, which may have :lea. It has advantages over calve/ by'impassable
roads and covered with dense
de.
ens of these observances Ls "switch- sentiment of revenge is very well
the Wayo of the Seemingly La..
illescsended to the earth centuries age, ,n being light in weight. and never timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
ing cloy." It is a favorite day foe 'eloped in some animals. Everybody
tolligreat41Llttlo Denison/a
etas discovered the other day by some tarnishing, while it costs leas and can march of pregeesie ,The farm wagon eon,
bashful lovers, for swiftness Of limb, knows that elephants, for example
of th• Woods.
laborers who are excavating a cella, be treated in an equally artistic maxi- nese the family tesinuch on Sunda,es when
rather than eloquence of tongue, cap- have long memories when they are
en Knickerbocker avenue, at Cornelia aer, says Boston Budget...
ehe people on thp prairie rode La "mains
that IlAirte
di..
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style
still
prevailing
feet.
an
40
are, in Paris," said an observant says
lovely was made at a depth of
work wonders sometimes if one has
For days the man has been in train. French army, discovered this fact to
/4 being necessary to remove a hill Se a reliable cue to begin operations. fr-eqmntly seen, the square log house with *Ozer' recently, according to the
boxed-up kitchen at the aide,
after he had
lest high before the sidewalk level was For instance, have a small can of ft on.• room and a
New Orleans 'Times-Democrat, "and L4 for the run ef his life, while the his sorrow six weeks
The light,* streaming through the one small
sprinsandwich
linia
sub
elephant
and
duvets
an
given
adjure
peached.
and mix it through two gills of cream window showed such decorations an the the scientists are going to take the amide
The capUpon reaching a ton-foot depth in whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a walla as a shotgun and rifle, the hem pow- subject up in a systematic way. That ment on their kneecaps every night kled with cayenne pepper.
Finally the tain had almost forgotten the inciIke cellar excavation the men came rill of consomme in which is dire der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies Is a good plan. It is a broad field, and ere wooing slumber.
animal
Orison the hard eubstanoe, and at first solved half an ounce or even lest if the hunt, while on wintehevenings the retearch along these lines will no morning of "switabling day" arrives. dent when etc next saw the
believed it nothing but solid rock. Ita relatine. Put this into paper cases stewing firelight from the cavernous fire- Soubt be productive of much interest-, The man sees before hisnall the maid- and attempted to caress him; but the
extraordinary weight, however. made' or into little china molds and set place threw stiadoim in and ant among ths lug data. reeretefore what ecieatists ens of his Allege. He may take his elephant. recognizing the practical
quantity
'hem examine it more closely, and in ice for as long a time as neces- festoons, of orione, a dried pumpkin, and have said along this line, and in fact pick. All he must do hi to catch and joker, suddenly absorbed a
near-by
theaafters.
euspendeVrom
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•
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water
duck
train
dirty
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piec•
and
large
switch
a
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cut
they
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was formerly a piece
"I was in Chickamauga park a
John Hendrickson, a breeder of
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
, short while jsgo," said an old veteran ef blithe manhood, with a marked tendency
A ohs-ruling evening g•,,..„4 for •
and a wen on his head. The wreck fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and goung
Extremely low rates are announc- who had been discussing the reunion to talk
girl is of rich ruiroir satin,
in question used to be saluted by his ore& Jerseys, living
near Pleasant Valley, veiled wLis either white, gold or coled via the Southern railway from at Memphis, to a New Orleans Times- hors as Mr. Spooner.
points on its lines for the followong l Democrat man,"and I was impressed
Where, before, all was joy, in the highest on the Cochecton turnpike from ored net, showing a delicate design of
special occasions:
with the number of old veterans who octave; now is sorrow and woe in largo White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re- lace or ribbon applique in a floral deRichmond, Va.—Farmers' National still hang around the hills that have quantities and a dilapidated bureau in re sently found four of his finest young sign, alternating with roses or ca.
heifers in the field, all riddled with mellias sewn on in a studied careless'
teen made memorable in the coun- aurkably anaall pieces.
congrers, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
The bureau in question arrived in the charges of buckshot, which had en- seas, says tho Brooklyn Eagle.
try's history by the fierce battle
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
Rates for the above occasion open
Mayflower, so Spooner used
proudly as tered the bodies just behind the fore
Some ingenious mortal has introgoods. Gloves, masks, balls, bats to the public. Tickets will be sold to that was fought there in the '60's. sot. Unfeeling neighbors to
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an effective novelty this season,
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something
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times sneeringly remark that it had more
these points from all stations on the
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me.
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Southern railaway. Detailed informa"They are typical of the charactee But neighbors will carp and let their hop from New York, who had been stay- size of the palm of one's hand, ready
tion can be had upon application to
✓un through your cabbqge-patch in wild ing at White Lake, had passed over to applique onto silk, lace or chiffoa.
any ticket atgent of thp Southern ed the man who followed the tow and bristly freedom, so
ste will take thole his farm in quest of partridge, and There is an open circle in the middle,
railway or agents of connecting lines
sneer. at 50 per cent. discount.
that whets had been heard in the through which the material can be
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or by addressing the undersigned.
How the bureau came there was not the ricinity °of the field where the cattle drawn. These roses make the most
'abject that worried Spooner just befere were at pasture.
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!bower's only, daughter. CsYelolli?, had, and it occurred to the owner as he fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
I. K. Hendrick,
J. G. Miller
it least, been so fortunate as to eorral a was examining the wounds that yoke of lac* and lace sleeves, a lace
Louisville, Ky.
leafless being, who made her his wife—and killed them thatthey bore a strong train starting from between the
G. B. ALLN, A. G. P. A., St.
Ithe was Cyclonia Spooner no longer. It resemblance to does by reason
of shoulders, and a handsome lace
I. not the purpose of- the-writer to din- their delicately formed limbs.
Louis, Ito.
He flounce at the hem. In this bride's
tribute the idea that, but for this time- was seised with the idea that they trousseau was a handsome white satin
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
LAWYERS
gown, with a lace &Imre rcc1 the
have become more •ltitudinous. Far from had been mistakes for deer by the hem,
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
pot on very full and headed by
It! She simply ceased, as • Spooner, te hunters.
Rooms i, a and 3 Register BuildHendrickson es.n4 to White Lake, festoons of chiffon caught up into
make the menu at three daily repasts look
S.if attacked by an itinerantset, and tore' but found that the three men he scallops.
ing, 523 1-2 Broaaway.
At a recent society function in Paris
mark plaintively that woman's mission cm wanted had gone. He ascertained
earth was not clearly defined around the their names and addressee In New one of the most picturesque and no.
Practice in all the courts of the
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York and after cossiderable difficulty ticeable toilettes was of black velthat their daughter bad succeeded
NEAR MARION, KY.
located
them. He has just returned vet. The Louis XVI. corsage formed•
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them, and as • result double-breasted front and long coattoo Room motel—High and Dry and
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tail behind, while round the decolletdo the proper and appropriate thing. Aft., of him visit be hs 000 richer than
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reaching to the waist behind, pas's/
present her the sacred bureau, ammo`
YOUR VACATION.
FACE IN A HORNET'S NEST.
over the shoulders and formed a point
which clustered asat hallowed associations,
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in front. White mousseline transparlike those indigesione to an old betide
THE BEST OF HOTEL ACWiles of the lost cause. But many of
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Prank Clawson, et Atlanta. 111.. Over. ent long loose sleeves were caught
them are full of good stories, and
The sewed bureau was located in the
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
animas Seemingly InesseemenntFor First-class Upholstering, Mattress BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA- recall one story told me by an old Ilicoad story of the Spooner domicile, is
band.
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Renovating and Fine Repairing.
sonfederate now running a livery the "spare" bedroom! Row to get it dews
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be a
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON. stable in Chattanooga. He is fond of Mire was the question.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
Atlanta, a small tows south of novelty, although unique aryl exceeds
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FROG. HUNTING, FISHING, telling it on himself. It was during
short notice.
Sins, the drayman, had
the pop Bloomington. Ill., hes ta Trunk Claw- Ingly beautiful examples are continuSQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN one of the preliminary skirmishes at !emus piece of furniture raised
to the second. son a fiddler whose chief bid for ally being produced, so the seekers for
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE- Thickamauga.
store window, by means of muck rope and tame lies in the fact that he is with. something newer in the line of jewelry
*Is to sig South Third St. MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
"The federal troops had restated profanity, was still fresh in Spooner's mind. out hands. Clawson has bees,• per- and dress accessories have tarred
AND THE YOUNG.
the top of the hill, and the confeder- Be remembered that Jags, had measured former on the violin since boyhood, their attantion to the Russian producates bad been forced down met the the bureau, which was an enonsoualy d. and his skill was enkeh that he was in tions. The costliness of these articles,
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"Too wide ter the stairs," was Jags' veep that part of the country.
Several tient guarantee that they will not beKnight other places of concealment diet.
yeare ago he warn caught in a bib- come too popular, and their beauty
la their effort to escape Yankee bulSo without any more his he had pro card and both hands were so badly and variety of design win appreciation
11LTTO RNEYAT— LAW.
lets. 'I fell over behind a log, with tweed to haul it up the side of the house frozen that they were amputated at from all lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining Is
my face down.' said the Chattanooga sod Introduce it through • window.
Tog 1-2 North.. Fourth Street, Upstairs
But Spooner considers himself a pest is the wrist Supposing that his Id- favor rather than losing their presliveryman, 'and I could hear the
the way of concentrated think, to any two. &ling days were over, the old instru- tige, and very ethereal
Yankee bullets whistling over my lugged drsynian
effects are proCommercial and Co-operative
that ever wore• hairy hor- ment was laid away by the *weer.
head or burying themselves in the log ror for a beard and charged Ise pieces of The old-time longing tee bring out duced by applying lace on to chiffon.
behind which I was hiding.
Business a Specialty.
silver lee carrying a 50-mot trunk twe musk became too strong to be re- which is placed over satin; and they
'In hugging up close to the log I blocks. Hs knew, without measuring, that sisted, and he esonoelved the unique also look exceedingly well on foulards,
bad shoved say face in a horr st'a the stairs were wide enough for the to Mee of playing without hands. He especially white foulards, with ilna
If you want your clothes cleaned, soot The hornets covered my face, rem. eingle-handed and alone he attacked mad* a °oats-intone out of heavy Irish point of rather a deep tone, outand head, and I lay there picking the lugubrious piece of fernitere in its owe wire, which enabled him to wield the lined with black ribbon. The material
native spare bedroom.
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By dint of much polling and an equal bow. The matter of fingering was
City Attorney.
Rose, 329 Scoth Third street. I have an opportunity to escape. Soon after mount of healing, he succeeded in wrest- more difficult, but by hard practises lace, which gives it a light effect.
that I met a ragged looking soldier, bag it to the bead of the stairway, ST1 spite be trained the stump of his left hand White foulard with black Chantilly
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McPherson Says

Monday to visit iss Mlarjorie Scott,
Ass Gregory
s visited here before,
and is well knvw9 in social circles.
TEN PER CENT OF THE MOProf. John Dean .returned yesti
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
rday 'friiii-M'ayfield.
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
. 'Route Agent C. M. Fisher, of the
Mr. and Mrs. Will Skinner and Mr.
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA South
Stages Yesterday.
ern Expriss Company, was in
ad Mrs. Ed Hamlett, of Mayfield, left r---Catro, 18.9; fallin
PERM. YOU SHOULD EXERg.
the city yesterday.
last night on. the steamer Clyde
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
Chattanooga, 8. 8; falling.
ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO DRINK PLENTY
for
OF
MT.
M.
F. Doherty, of Jefferson- the Tennessee river.
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
Cincinnati, 12.6; rising.
THAT PURE, HEALTHFUL BEER
Mrs. Herman Slushmeyer is visitYOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER ville, In., is at the Palmer.
Evansville, 8.4; rising.
Mr. 1ank Sweeny, of New Albany, ing Mrs. Clay !ginger, of West
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
Florence, 5.5;
Broadway. She has been visiting in
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS is at the'.Palmer.
J•chosonville, 5.5; rising.
INSECT.
Mrs. Thomas Payne and , daughter Mayfield for several days.
Louisville, 5.9; riAng.
are the guests of MT. and Mrs. J. A. Judge W. M. Reed, who is soMt. Carmel, 5.5; rising.
journing at Mackinac, Mich., write
Meadows.
Nashville ,11.2; rising.
s
I
that he is improving in health and
Pittsburg; 6.8; rising.
Mrs. W. F. Ellithorpe leaves today
Davis Island Dam, 8.2; rising-.
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP for a three weeks' visit to St. Louis will not return until September ist.
Attorney E. H. Puryear has reSt. Louis, 13.3; falling.
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN and Eldorado, Kin.
turned from Louisville.
Mt. Vernon, 7.8; rising.
TWO SIZES, Joe AND 25C.
Mrs. S. if. Williants has returned
/%,Ir. and Mrs. J. K. Lemon, of
Paduc
IT WILL COOL YOU, REFRESH YOU
ah, 8.5; rising s„,
to
her
home
in Providence, Ky., after Cairo
MANUFACTURED ONLY AT
AND DO
, are guests at Hotel Lagotna visit to Mrs. H. H. Lovin.
YOUR WHOLE SYSTEM A WORLD OF GOO
arsine.
D. DOCThe Clyde left yesterday afternoon
Mr. Will Lydon is attending court
TORS RECOMMEND IT. IT'S MADE FRO
(Mrs.
W.
C.
Gray
late
is
for
at
PURE
M
the
home
Tennessee river.
from a
in Wickliffe.
MALT AND HOPS, THAT'S WHY
visit to Cadiz and Cerulean Springs.
The Dunbar has arrived form
. IT STRENGTHMr. David Levy and the Rev. WilMr. R. M. Salmon, general mana- Clarksville and left for
ENS AND BUILDS UP. IT'S
ham Finesehreiber left last night for
Nashville.
A TONIC, AS WELL
The Safarmah is due from St. Louis
AS THE MOST REFRESHING
a month's trip to New York, Boston ger of the Crabtree Coal and Mining
DRI
NK THAT EVER
Company, of Ilsley, Ky., was 'in the en route up the Tennessee
Prescriptions called for and deliv- and other points East.
river.
PASSED THE PORTALS OF YOU
City yesterday on business.
R LIPS.
The Kentucky will arrive today
Mr. Will Gilbert left yesterday for
ered to any part of the city.
from the-Tennessee river.
Hende
rson,
Ky.
Phones No. 180.
The Barrett and Beaver are laid up
BETTER PRICES.
Miss Julia McKenzie, of Louisville,
at Cairo.
Cot. 4th and Broadway,
• has returned home, after a visit to
The Hopkinsville will be today
Tobacco Market Here and Mayfield
Mrs. M,artin McKenzie.
PADUCAH,
's
KENTUCKY.
Evansville packet.
Shows Increase in Prices.
Miss Maude Hunt, of Humboldt,
The Joe B. Williams has not heln
Tenn., !has returned home, after a
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
The tobacco sales yesterday showed raised and the work is progressing
VEER visit to Miss Mattie
Lou McGlatha slight advance in the prices of to- slowly.
eny.
•
Lieut. Ira Parish, of Madisonville, bacco.
There were about 125 hogsheads ofIS CONDEMNED TO HANG.
attending the encampment here, went
fered, with prices steady. The Westto Ecldyville yesterday.
• Mrs. J. W. Gregory and children, ern District Company offered 45 hogs- Finnish Mob Threatens Vengeance
When Prokapo Is Executed.
of Y‘azoo City, Miss., are visiting heads with lugs running from $4. to
$4.35. Common leaf brought from
Mrs. C. C. Rose.
Finland, N.S., Aug. 16.-The courtMr. and Mrs. Webber and daugh- $5.50 to $7.25. There was one hogshead of good leaf which sold at $7.25. martial which has been
WANTED-First-class cook for ter, of Poplar Bluff,
trying ProkaMo., are the
No finc leaf was offered.
po, the man who shot and killed
smali family. Inquire at 408 Wash- guests of Mrs. Webber's
sister, Mrs.
Col.
ington 'sttelt.
Graham & Co. offered 75 hogs- Kremarenko, chief of police of Viborg
Wjll Wrigh t.
tf
ARE BEST PROMOTED BY A BAN
K ACCOUNT. IT LENDS A
Rev. E. R. Overbey, of Crittenden heads. Lugs brought from $4 tO July 21, today, sentenced barn to be
$5.15.
FOR
STAB
Common to medium leaf hanged. ProE
RENT-Furniiied rooms county, is the guest of friends
ILIT
Y
TO
YOU
,
apo
R
BUSI
NESS
refus
ed
to
TRA
plead
NSACTIONS THAT CAN BE
in the broug
within three blocks of Fourth and city.
ht from $5 to $6, and good leaf unless tried by a Finnish court
, and Gefelial IN NO OTHER WAY. A CHECK
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4
from
IS BOTH A RECEIPT
$6
the
to
$8.
Fine leaf sold as high
witnesses sunvmoned by the prose
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Wiggs, of
as $9.25.
cution said they would testify only AND A RECORD OF YOUR *LONEY AFFAIRS.
Bardstown, Tenn., are in the city.
FOR RENT-Three downstairs
At Mayfield Tuesday the Mayfield before a Finnish judge. A
Mr. Edwin Bridges has arrived
trowd of
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant from Waba
tobac
co market shosArd a decided in- 5,000 persons made a demonstrat
THE YOUNG MAN ESPECIALLY, IS RAIS
sh, Ind.
ion
ED IN THE ESTIand. cistern water. Apply 513 North
outsi
de the gervernor's house yester- MATION
Miss
arjorie Loving left yester- crease in the prices. The leaf offered,
OF
THE
BUSI
NESS
WOR
LD
BY PAYING HIS BILLS
Sixth.
however, was a better quality thin day as a protest against the trial
day for
visa- to Providence, Ky.
of WITH CHEC
KS. NOT SO MUCH FOR WHAT IT
Mr. J. F. Dignan, of Fulton, train has been offered so far this season. PrOkapo by conft-martial.
IS AS FOR
FOR SALE-My farm in Arcadia;
About 225 hogsheads were sold on
A regiment of dragoons has -arrive %%TAT IT INDICATES. IT
master of the I. C„ is in the city.
d
INDICATES THE RIGHT BUSINESS
also full blooded Jersey cOws.
Apply
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Barbeee and the breaks at prices from $4.5o to to reinforce the garrison as the mob PRINCIPL
to T. L. Crice or myself. Mrs.
ES. ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACC
threatens reprisals.
L. M. Miss Mary Ruddick, of Shawneetown, $7.5o. Last week's sales were
OUNT.
Bloomfield.
to
$6.25
per
hundr
ed.
are here on a visit.
NINE KILLED BY DYN
Mg. Lew Jolly, of Salem, is jn the
AMITE.
LOST-One water spaniel
dog, city.
,
Among tbe Sick.
eleven months old; comes
to call
Italians in a Construction
Mr. ,ffr-arric Judge is out alter a
Mr. T. B. Forkigh;of Hopkinsville,
Camp Are B. IL,PCOTT,
"Buck;" black in color. Retur of
GEO. C. THOMPSON,
n to is in the city.
'eral
Blown to Atoms.
days'
illnes
s.
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North
President.
Vice-President and Manager.
Ninth
Mr.
Dr.
Verno
n Blythe was quite ill yesand Mrs. M. H. Leech, of Winstreet, for reward.
. T. LAURIE, Cashi
Elkin*, W. Va., Aug. 16.-Nine
g°, are in the city.
er.
terday from an attack of congestion.
Ital
Mk. E. B. Newman, of Murray, is
Miss Eula TI.niipsm, of Jackson ians were Nowt) to shreds and their
FOR •SALE-A two-story frame
hut reduced to atoms by a
here on a visit.
6tree, is imprcrring from a malarial
dynamite
dwelling, seven rooms, huge
recepexplo
sion at the construction camp
Mrs.
F. Watkins, of Kuttawa, is attack.
tion hall, hot and cold water
of
, rood visiting in the city.
Dunle
vy Bros., about six miles
Mr. Tom Holland, Of the Palmer
out buildings, nice yard with
from
shade
Mr. J. H. Wilson, of Martin, Tenn., House bar, is confined to his room Durbin. This is thcsight to be another
trees. Wil sell on terms to
suit pur- is in the city.
chapter in the feud between a
with illness.
gang of
chaser. Price reasonable. Appl
y at
Mrs. D. Johnson, of Clinton, is visMr. W. W. Nickels, of the I. C. desperadoes and Italian-.
924 North Seventh street
.' New iting Mrs. Kirk Barry
freight yards, is able to be oat from a
.
phone No. 63o.
227 BROADWAY.
•
REGULATORS
Mr. W. L. Gardner, of Metropolis, spell of fever
CalIPLE.
Ill., is visiting in the city.
iMrs. Mary E. &direr, (4 North
Thursday Morning, Aug. ar9
o5.
Mir. John Fisher is home from Dix- Sixth street, is very ill and her con- Case of Whitecapping is Reported
i7
From Mercer County.
on.
dition is very uncertain.
i
Mr. T. D. Moorehead, of BrookHarrodsburg, Ky., Aug. 16.-A case
port, Ill., is iii the city.
To Inspect Lodges.
of whitecapping is reported
Mir. Rid Reed came down yesterfrom the
Mr. J. W. Helsley, district manawestern part
day from Smithland. He will leave gerger of the
Woodmen of the jects being of the county, the suba farmer whose wife died
today for Frankfort.
Worfd, will leave today for an inrecen
tly,
and
a woman of the neighJim
Sellar
s
and
Joe McCure, of spection tour of the lodges at Gra-Chief of Police James Collins
re- Symsonia, were in the
city yestesrday. hamville, Ragland, LaCenter and borhood. Last night a party surpow the loss of $5 pair of glass
es.
rounded his house, took the
Miss Ruby 'McDonald goes to Kut- Ifinklerille. He will
couple
be gone for a out and gave
-Mrs. Ida Gilbert has purchased
tawa tomorrow to visit relatives.
both a number of lashes.
week
or
more.
The W. 0. W. is
the entire interest of the Jim Dolen
Miss Nellie Stokes is home from growing rapidly in all
'grocery in the' Wortcin addition,
tire surroundand visiting in St. Louis and other Mis- ing,locfgrs.
PUBLIC SALE.
assumed charge.
I will on Monday, August ar,
• • souri points.
1905,
-The ten-months-old, infant child*
about the hour of to o'clock
Miss Lizzie Gomley, of Benton, is
a. an
Notice!
at the city halt door, corner
of J. E. Allcockidied yesterday at Mel visiting in the city.
Fourth
Mr. R. E. Jones has this day leased and Kentucky
ber and will Isj buried today at the • Charles Wire,
avenae, sell at public
of Mayfield, was in from Jas. L. Friedman the
Pines
outcr
Alkock cemeery.
y to the highest bidder OM hunthe city yesterday.
Poultry Farm, and from this date dred (too).,
-Patrolman Henry Singery is off
feet of ground on Clay
Detective Will Baker went to May- said
Jos. L. Friedman is not respon- street, between
dutf on a seven days' vacation. His field last night
the residence nt Mr.
on business.
sible for any purchases mode by R- James M. Lang
place is being filled by Special Offiand one recently
MT. R. A. Ilines returned yester- E. jones
.
cer Moote Churchill.
built by Mr. Jeff Read. Terms made
day from Mayfield.
Augu
st
!Ali,
1905.
known on day of sale.
-The W. C. IT. U. will meet this
Mr. Emmett Carney is here from
afternoon at 4 o'clock in the lecture- May6eld.
D. A. YETSER, Mayor.
Civil Service Examinations.
room of the First Baptist church. All
Mr, J. B. Baitee, a prominent merIt is announced from Washingt'ner
members arc urged to be present.
Notice to Ulmer, .
chant of Linton, Ky., was in the city that civil
service examinations have
The steamer Kentucky leaves Sat-The Caulkers union will hold a yesterday en route to
Portland, Ore- bechsordered at that place for the
18th urday, August 19th, at 5 o'citsck
meeting Sunday afternoon to take gon.
and 23d of September In the same promptly, and will
sonar action regarding their strike,
not receive any
Mr. Belle V. Given left last night conne
FOR YOUR DINNIR.
ction it is•strid that the govern- freight after 4:30 p.
which has been on for some time.
tn. This is on acfor New York, to spend his vacaticin. ment
needs
a great many clerks, book count of taking people to ki
350 EVERY DAY =CRP? SUNDAY.
-While operating a machine at the He will be gone about ten
ttsburg
days.
keepe
rs,
draft
irl3o UNTIL a P. M.
amrn
teach
and
for
Landi
ers
Ferguson-Palmer mills, Thomas Jefng to the dedication of the TeiiMiss Enwna P. Acket returned last the Phili
ppines. and stenographers, nessee Monument in'
DIN
fords h)tçl two of his fingers cut off night from. Dawson, where
NER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e. 13:30
Shiloh
ll
she had typewriters, etc., for *other points.
to 2.
Park.
g in contact with a saw.
been for a week's sojourn.
weal men of Brookport will be
Miss Jane Carter and Miss Helen
Moonlight Excursion.
'Advices from American Consula-in
here Friday night to be initiated in Ripy, guests of Miss Halli
c Hisey,
By the auxiliaries of Tenth street China say ellreatened boyco
the Otega Tribe of Red Men. A so- will be 'entertained for two days
tt is arby Christian church to new I.
rious only ire Shanghai.
Ccial •ession will be given for their Mrs. John Scott.
f
on
steam
er
Dick Fowler, tine Thursentertainment after -the lodge seerMiss Laura Jobes, of Jackson, day eveni
ng. Round trip 25 cent-s.
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
Get a' soc bottle of Secthal. It is a
is.
ss 1 ,st Tenn., will arrive this evening to visit
AGENCY. SPECBoat leaves wharf at S p. tn.
reliable, powerful and prompt diain.- AL ATT
;---A two-year-old child of Mr. Geo. Mfiss Lillie Mae Winstead..
ENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY
BONDS.
fecta
nt.
Instantly deodorizes and dis-1
Andrecht, of Twelfth and Madison
Mk. Harry Hanks came home yes-i
rPON'T AK YOUR FRIENDS-WE FURNISH
For Sale.
infects any material it is applied to
erects, was burned its the mouth with terday from Dixon Springs.
SECURITY.
•
For sale. Stock of groceries at taw- No matter bow fetrid or offen
concentrated lye. The child found
a
OLD PHONE NO. so4.
sive,
J. T. Myles and Henry Bennett, rer
Ninth
and Tennessee. Will ex- destroys and neutralism' all poisonous
the box of lye and put a spoonful in prominent tobacco dealers
iof May- change for real estate or cash or IIIPte
its mouth.
gases arising from decayed animal. or,
field, were in the city yesterday.
vith security.
Electric%4Light Notice.
vegetable matters, arrests decomposi--The I. C. pay-car arrived at io
lso
RUBBER TIRES.
Mr. Joe W. Hughes has returned
tion and prevents contagion. It Puo'clock yesterday morning, and paid from Terrell, Texas.
bills
are
due
and
payab
the
le
at
For
cash,
until
-It
was close yesterday and warm rifies the air without creating any
September Isl., I
off the railroad boys. * The merchants
of the company, 120 South will re-rubber
Wm. Rutledge, the de man, will Last night
vehicles with first-class
was cicudy and mil-der. odor whatever. Dilute highly, ,ackept open last night and apparently leave this, morning for an extended
street
_
Curre
nt will be dis- International solid two
with indications at a late hour of rain. cording to directions and sprin
enjoyed a good trade. They will trip up Tcnnetsee river.
kle
ed if bills are not paid on or tires at to per cent, -wire rubber
The predictions for today are cloudy about freely. It does not stain_
discount from
keep open again tonight.
For
e'4kugu5t so.
Miss Elizabeth Gregory will arrive skies and
regaar prices. J. V'. GREI
probable showers.
sale at all drug stoics.
F, ManAbUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
ages,. 319 'Kentucky avenue.
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Keep Cool-It's tasy.
Belvedere

SKAT SKEETER

Che Master Brew

McPHER.SON'S
DRUG.STORE
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paducab Brewery Company
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Ask Your Grocer
For KEV1L'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR

LOCAL NEWS
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The Standard Flour o
The World,

Co°
TO,
tol

GO TO

HOTEL LAGOMARSINO

E. G. BOONE,

FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHEI BU
ILDING MATERIAL

Sherrill-Russel Lumber Co.
INCOR.PORATED.

Both 'Phones 295.

Prompt Delivery.

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets
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